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 Chairman’s Report  
After a difficult 18 months it is good that we are now getting 

back to a bit more normality and are currently able to have 

this year’s AGM back in the scout hut. (As we all know the sit-

uation can change quite quickly so fingers crossed that we 

are able go ahead as planned). 

The AGM is a forum where all group members and parents 

can meet with leaders and committee members find out how 

the group is being run and funded, and to ask any questions 

they may have. 

 

All sections have coped extremely well during these difficult 

times with some very inventive online sessions and making ex-

cellent use of our field up at Hall End. Having our own field to 

hold outdoor meetings has been a real benefit for the group. 

 

The group is financially sound as we have been successful in 

applying for grants that the government made available to 

organisations during the pandemic. 

I would like to thank all parents, carers and group members 

for sticking to all the covid rules that we have put in place 

that have helped to keep us all safe.  

 

And finally, a big thank you to our GSL and all the leaders 

and assistants that have put a lot of time and effort into the 

group to keep the sections running during this difficult period. 

 

Stuart Wilsmore 

Group Chairman 

 

Questions to qa@chippingsodburyscouts.org.uk 

 

AGM on Friday 24th Sept @ 7.30 pm @ the HQ 
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GSL’s report. 
 
Welcome to our AGM booklet. This booklet has been produced with the 
reports instead of the formal sit-down AGM. If any one has any comments 
or wished to raise anything you can then attended an informal AGM. This 
worked out well over the last few years. If you would like to attend the 
meeting it is being held on the 13

h
 July at 8.00, if you have any questions 

or points you wish to raise or you can email or post your comments to any 
of the contacts in this booklet.   
 
We have had a successful year again with lots of camps, weekend activi-
ties and nights out. A big thank you goes out to all the leaders and helpers 
and executive members for all there hard work this year. Our thanks 
should also go to the husband, wives and families of our leaders  who al-
low us to spend so much time to do our scouting. Without them the group 
would not run! 
 
If you are a regular scroll reader you will be aware of what all the sections 
have been doing over the year, All the sections have done a brief report in 
this booklet reporting there activities and achievements over the year. For 
more in depth reports please read the old scrolls posted on the web site.  
 
Our group is still full and looks like being so for the foreseeable future so I  
again ask that you are patient and go along with the moves from section to 
section as they happen. If you are unable to accept the move due to other 
commitment please let me know ASAP and I will see what I can do but our 
flexibility is only as flexible as the membership.. I cannot create spaces 
that are not their. I thank you for your cooperation in advance. 
 
You will see later in the reports that Sue Febry has decided to step down 
as Beaver leader at Friday Beavers at Christmas. Jamie and Jon will be 
staying on but we will be looking for at least one other full time leader to 
help fill Sue’s place. If you are able to help or know any one that might be 
interested please let me know. Without a replacement this sections future 
is not guaranteed. Sue has been a leader for over 12 years now and I’m 
sure you will join me in thanking her for all her efforts over the years as a 
leader and parent helper before that. 
 
I take this opportunity to wish you all a happy and active year and hope 
your children have another enjoyable year with us. 
 
Nick Cook GSL. 

GSL’s Report 
I hope this news letter finds you and your family in good heath and hope you 

all remain healthy too. 

 

Welcome to our 107th AGM, and hopefully this year back to face to face. 

This booklet contains the reports from the sections and is a brief outline of the 

groups activities over the year. These are very challenging times and as ever 

scouting has continued to try and provide activity and support to its mem-

bers as it did through both world wars.  

 

The group continued to run through the lockdowns by running teams and 

zoom and we have returned to practical face to face scouting at the field, 

on the Ridings and now back at the HQ. 

 

Having the luxury of our own field was a great asset to us and enabled us to 

meet so much earlier than other groups of which some have just not sur-

vived. Through the efforts of the leaders we have only lost around 15 –20 

members which is very good. 

 

We are now getting back to normal scouting and we are seeing the camps 

and trips away returning. We hope the youngsters will enjoy getting back out 

in the tents and hammocks. 

 

I would ask that you bare with us as we try and bring things back on line and 

help us keep everyone safe by adhering to the guidelines we set down for 

each and every activity. Each section will be slightly different in approach 

but the aim is the same to keep the leaders and scouts safe. 

 

On another positive we have had 4 parents step forward to offer help at Fri-

day Beavers and has secured the future of that section. A big thanks to Kerry 

Sims, Andry True, Alexis Rogers and Jen Reckhouse. 

HQ Update 

A number of you volunteered to help with maintenance over the summer 

here and at the camp site and some jobs have been done thank you but 

since moving out of the area I am finding it difficult to be at the HQ and site 

as often and we really do need someone to help coordinate maintenance 

days or weekends.  
 
If there is anyone that could give up a few weekends a year to unlock and 

coordinate maintenance please get in touch. Its not very onerous it just 

needs a bit of communication and being available at the time. Please get in 

touch. Nick.cook@chippingsodburyscouts.org.uk 
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Campsite / Field  update  

This has been our biggest asset this last 18 months meaning we 

could meet far sooner than a lot of groups and get our members 

back together and outside.  

 

Though covid has slowed us down a bit the facility has expanded 

and we have improved the facilities up their greatly.  

 

We now have both Ladies and Gents toilets, Solar power with light-

ing and CCTV. We now have a fully kitted out kitchen for our week-

end stays. The store room is now shelved and we are slowly kitting it 

out to enable us to do all our activities without having to transport 

the kit to and from the HQ. 

 

Please see below some progress pics over the last year. 

Welcome back to Chipping Sodbury Scout Group. The best :) 

Nick Cook GSL 
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Above and to the 

left the toilets and 

store taking shape 

Below the Kitchen 

taking shape and 

leaders get together 

after end of first 

lockdown. 
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Treasurer Report 2020/2021 
COVID-19 meant that Scouting wasn’t able to be the same 

as it had been. Luckily our group was able to continue scout-

ing.  A big thanks to the leaders who continued meetings via 

Zoom and then later us having our field meant we could 

meet face to face observing the required social distancing. 

 

Weekly subs were initially stopped during this period and then 

later restarted albeit at a reduced rate.  The intent of this ap-

proach was to reflect the reduced scouting experience and 

also ensure the continued commitment of members for when 

we We’re able to return to normal.  It’s been great to see that 

from September a return to “almost normal” is possible and 

hence subs are back at the full rate. 

 

During this period the funds held up well as we were able to 

continue to rent out the hut to a local Nursery Group.  In addi-

tion we qualified for a £10k grant from the Council. Additional 

funds were also secured through gift aid claims.  This means 

our balances don’t look too depleted remaining fairly static 

compared to last year - ~£20k in current account and ~£3k in 

savings. 

 

At the time of writing the 2020/2021 have been submitted for 

auditing. 

 

You’ll have seen that thanks to a pilot last year we are now 

able to offer parents to option to pay subs directly into our 

current account. 

 

Here’s to a new near normal. 

 

 

 

Mark (Kenyon) 07980 988250 
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Monday Cubs Report 
What a year! I never thought we’d spend most of it online, but whenever we 

could, we spent it outside! It seems such a long time ago, that we were con-

fined to a year full of lockdowns and distancing. Our aim for our year was it 

seems to use innovation and imagination to deliver our Cubs program to our 

Pack. 

Well, we gave it our best… cooking demos in Akela’s kitchen and on SKB’s trusty 

Trangia, followed by Escape Room Whodunnit’s, joining international campfires 

and weaving willow dragonflies in the field. Our usual orienteering antics around 

Hawkesbury, Sodbury common and the like, followed by wide games and in-

vestitures in the grounds of our Group’s birthplace in the Ridge Woods. 

I think the coming together of Remembrance Parade (or lack of it) will remain 

with me and the isolated building of our poppy wreath by our Cubs, adding 

their individual homemade poppies, to our wreath, insitu on the Market Cross in 

Chipping Sodbury. The sharing online, of their families’ memorabilia and stories 

from relatives experiences, were special moments for us all to share. 

The Cubs really missed singing Carols to the residents of the care home we visit, 

but we quarantined their homemade cards and Christmas wreaths, to make 

sure they knew we hadn’t forgotten them and will be visiting them again. 

Our first online investiture, was another moment to remember and overcome 

our online Zoom gloom in January. We delivered our flag to the Cub before-

hand and all our Cubs helped him say his promise on Zoom, taking it in turns to 

hold up the words of the Promise they’d been given. A special moment for us 

all, for many different reasons. 

In the spring, we had a wonderful treat, donated by Cub parents, of an online 

trip to a seashore rockpool via video. We all learnt so much, a rockpool will nev-

er be the same again and it was a welcome reminder of days spent on the 

beach. 

Cooking has been always popular with our Cubs, but an added twist when we 

get their parents to taste test and mark their inventions. We might try that one 

again soon, we like inflicting these dilemmas…! 

The moment we all met back in the field, at the beginning of this summer, was 

just magical and one I think we all will treasure. To finally, see each other’s fac-

es, light fires, cook food, pitch tents, play silly games, talk over each other in-

stead of in turn and hear each other laugh, was just the best feeling, to finally 

be together doing our Cub ‘stuff’, if only in a distanced kinda way. 

 

Thanks as always to Raksha, Baloo and Grey, for all of their ideas and madness, 

you’re definitely special !! 

We’re looking forward to seeing what adventures this next year takes us on…. 

Akela & Co, Monday Cubs    
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Tuesday Cubs Report 

Last September we were still on zoom and continued to do activities involving 

cooking, puzzles, escape rooms and even some badges. Come November we 

were able to get back in the hall but, unfortunately, not all at once. Meeting on 

a Tuesday gave the opportunity to run two shifts, it was so good to get back to-

gether. In the few weeks available before the following lockdown we managed 

to do some work on the Communicator and Astronomer badges.  

Back on Zoom in January, we carried on with some codes, learned a card trick, 

did some craft and joined in the RSPB Birdwatch at the end of January. It wasn’t 

until April before we were fully back but, again, when in the hall, on a shift basis 

so spent some weeks at the Scout field where we could all get together. 

 

We started after Easter with some tracking and compass skills, the cubs following 

clues before roasting marshmallows on the fire. The next couple of weeks we 

played some games, we hadn’t had chance to do that for some while and 

some of the team games count towards the Teamwork Challenge. The weather 

in May wasn’t so good and we ended up back in the hall for a few weeks, again 

on a shift basis. Never mind though, the older cubs did some activities about the 

body and healthy eating for the Skills Challenge while the younger ones gained 

their Disability Awareness badge. 

 

After the May half term, a few of the cubs moved up to Scouts. Whilst we were 

sorry to see them go, it meant the numbers in cubs reduced which enabled us all 

to be in the hall at the same time. Nevertheless, the first week back we spent out-

side running, jumping and throwing, all for the Athlete’s badge. Everyone did re-

ally well and lots of badges given out. 

 

Later on in June we had the Euros, remember, England lost on penalties! At cubs 

we held our own Euros evening. Each of the cubs represented a team and our 

competition involved them playing rounds against each other in a group stage 

first, then into knockout rounds. There were two teams unallocated (not quite 

enough cubs), one was Italy who went on to win the Euros. In our competition, it 

was England that won the trophy (if only ….). Anyway, it was a great evening 

and everyone enjoyed it. 

 

Our last few weeks of the term involved a hike, fire lighting and cooking and wa-

ter games. It’s great to see the new cubs get used to being around a fire, rightly 

very cautious at the beginning and throwing on sticks from a distance but, by the 

end, being calm and placing on the  
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wood. At the end of the day, that’s what it’s about, experiencing and learning 

new things. 

 

The water games night was a fun evening. It was hot and the cubs enjoyed getting 

each other wet. It was nice to see the new ones get involved and smile at getting 

the leaders drenched. 

 

So, to the new term. Some new Beavers have joined and everyone can be togeth-

er in the hall. It doesn’t mean to say we’ll be there every week but it’s good to be 

back to normal. Plenty of things planned for the term, a lot of focus on catching up 

with the Challenge Awards. 

Thanks to the leaders for their support and to all the cubs for making it fun. 

Ian 

(Akela)  
 

Wednesday Scout Report 

 

The last year has been quite a challenge and I don’t just mean trying to teach one 

of the leaders how to use teams! It's been completely changing the way we do 

scouts, we have had to sit at computers and stay inside which is completely oppo-

site to what we normally do but we made the most of it, we used this time to do 

virtual orienteering ‘walks’. We all spoke about family members that was in the war 

for Remembrance Day and so much more badge work. During October we joined 

with Thursday Beavers to raise money for the Royal British Legion, our aim was to 

raise £11 by doing a challenge involving the number 11. We completely smashed 

our target of £111 by rising £1362, a massive well done to all the children for their 

extremely hard work. As the parade was cancelled the scouts marched to the war 

memorial and held their own wreath laying.  Christmas saw us making paracord 

wreaths that was a little fiddly but we all got there in the end and learnt some new 

knots on the way. 

 

We did make the most of week we were able to get together again. We went for 

an explore up to Nibley monument, learnt tracking then used our new found skill to 

find the treasure hidden in the woods, we had fun learning archery and using new 

units of measurement doing our Athletics badge. A night enjoyed by everyone was 

an escape room held I the scout hut where the scouts had learnt about finding 

information to be able to work out the clues to unlock the computer and find the 

code for the safe, during this evening the scouts learnt the importance of keeping 

information private especially on social media and how to choose good, strong 

passwords.  

  

Hazel Kirkham 

Wednesday Scout Leader 
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Thursday Beaver Report 

During the last year the beavers have been working hard on badge work, we 

have had minibeast hunts, practiced our fire lighting, had a bbq, many marsh-

mallows got roasted, hikes, assault courses, had a go at archery and even had 

a hot air balloon come visit us and we all had a go at flying a remote controlled 

one, the beavers were impressed that although the little RC one was smaller 

than the real one it was still pretty big and liked the fact that teddies get to ride 

in it.  

 

We all did an online presentation about members of our families that has been 

involved in military service and why we remember those that lost their lives. Dur-

ing October we joined with Wednesday Scouts to raise money for the Royal Brit-

ish Legion, our aim was to raise £11 by doing a challenge involving the number 

11. We completely smashed our target of £111 by rising £1362, a massive well 

done to all the children for their extremely hard work.  

Hazel Kirkham 

Thursday Troop Report 

Firstly I’d like to thank Thursday troop leaders (Ben, Dan, Paul, Chippy & Ellis) for 

all their help over the last year.  Without them delivering scouting would have 

been impossible.  Also a huge thank you to all the scouts and parents for their 

support and understanding during this time and sticking with us even when 

scouting has been conducted via video calls and not at the hut or field. 

  

Over the year we have had a combination of Teams calls and face to face 

meetings at the hut and field.  Despite the challenges of lockdowns we have still 

managed to run through the programme and deliver what I hope has been a 

fun experience for all the scouts.  When we have a been at the field there has 

been a great deal of burning and cooking which the scouts seem to really en-

joy, especially the burning. 

  

We have also welcomed a new scouts into the fold and said good bye to the 

older ones.  To the new, welcome, and hope you enjoy scouts more than 

cub ;o) and to the old, goodbye, and we hope you enjoy Explorers more than 

scouts.  

 

Hopefully, moving forward we intend on get out and about more, like actual 

camps, climbing, canoeing, etc.  We have a lot planned for the forthcoming 

year and are looking forward to introducing the scouts to  
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more adventures.  

  

All the best and again thank you to the leaders, scouts and par-

ents.  Your support has been invaluable 

Paul Banyagi-Mugenyi 

Friday Beaver AGM Report  
 

Friday Beavers have had a mixed year and I could not have continued 

without the support of our two young leaders and a fantastic group of 

parents. 

 

During last Autumn we had meetings outside before having to use 

zoom, when it became too wet and dark. Zoom then continued after 

Christmas until April. During this time we did a lot of ‘zoom’ cooking. 

Marshmallow pumpkins, chocolate truffles and pancakes to name a 

few. Scavenger hunts in the house, activity nights with different beavers 

leading exercises and a talent show were all well attended and en-

joyed. We even had a beaver join in with his talent from the M5 as he 

was going away on holiday! 

 

Once we could meet outside again we have completed many parts of 

outdoor badges and the navigator badge. We have built dens in Lower 

woods, dammed a stream, lit fires and cooked smores. We have made 

habitats for small animals and built mini pioneering tripods and cata-

pults.   

 

We are looking forward to this year with a group of parents who have 

offered to help with beavers. Thank you so much for volunteering. 

Thank you also to ALL the parents who have helped over the year to 

allow beavers to continue to this point. I can’t name you all but you all 

know who you are. 

Sally BSL 
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Scout H.Q The Ridings, C/S 01454-329205 

Leader Contacts 

Group Scout Leader & Nick Cook 07879 651658 

Waiting list /group movements Compton House, Spring hill. GL10 3AT 

Assistant Grp Scout Leader 
(Beavers & Leader training) 
 

Assistant Grp Scout Leader (Cubs, 
Scouts & Explorers) 

Paula Betty 
 
 
Rowan Marshall 

01454-294595 
 
 
01454-299521 

Beaver Scout Colony (Thurs) Hazel Kirkham 07758-007810 

(6:15pm - 7:15pm) 8 Shepherds Walk, Wotton U-E GL12 7LR 

Beaver Scout Colony (Fri) Sally Trickey 01454-299287 

(6:50pm - 8:00pm) 5 Burleigh Way Wickwar 

Monday Cub Scout Pack Sharon Cross 01454-299300 

(6:30pm - 8:00pm) 71 Inglestone Rd Wickwar 

Tuesday Cub Scout Pack Ian Rowsell 01454-322770 

(7:00pm - 8:20pm) 32 Grassington Drive, C/S  

Wednesday Scout Troop Hazel Kirkham 07758-007810 

(7:30pm - 9:30pm) 8 Shepherds Walk, Wotton U-E GL12 7LR 

Thursday Scout Troop Paul Mugenyi 07990-690394 

(7:30pm - 9:30pm) 38 Stanshaw Close, Frenchay  

Nike Explorer Scouts (Mon) Rowan Marshall 07834 607049 

(8:30pm - 10:30pm) 79 High Street, Wickwar         

Executive Committee Contacts 

Chairman Stuart Wilsmore 01454-313944 

Treasurer Mark Keyon 01454 314997 

Gift Aid Management Stuart Wilsmore 01454-313944 

Secretary Vacant  

H.Q Management Nick Cook 07879-651658 

H.Q Bookings Nick Cook 07879-651658 

Website Manager Ben George 07773-364961 

WWW.CHIPPINGSODBURYSCOUTS.ORG.UK 


